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EXPLANATORY NOTE 

The $1,371,142,436 number comes from the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) Union Financial 
Disclosure Form LM-2 (UnionReports.gov). These reports are completed by union Presidents and 
union Secretary-Treasurers, and thus are self-reported political and lobbying expenditure amounts.  
A majority of the receipts reported in union LM-2 forms are from dues or fees collected from work-
ers who would be fired for refusing to pay.  Labor organizations that file LM-2 reports often incor-
rectly report political expenditures in another category on the form, “Gifts and Grants.” None of the 
unions’ Gifts and Grants were included in this NILRR report of labor political spending. In addition, 
the DOL reports only include unions that represent private sector employees and federal employees. 
Therefore, the DOL numbers exclude most of the state and municipal employee unions. In addition, 
few unions list PAC administration costs in their political activities category. 

Since it is illegal to comingle federal Political Action Committee (PAC) funds, we use the entire 
$60,510,465 from the OpenSecrets.org tally of labor union PAC expenditures during the  2012 Elec-
tion Cycle (years 2011 and  2012 combined). As noted above, this does not include PAC administra-
tion costs which may or may not be included in LM-2 reports. 

Because IRS 527 funds may be included in the LM-2 figure reported above, NILRR staff decided 
to use only $45,667,143 from the OpenSecrets.org tally of labor union public sector 527 account 
expenditures during the 2012 Election cycle. However, this method excludes large 527’s like the one 
SEIU operates even though much of its funds likely came from public sector unions that do not file 
LM-2 reports. NILRR chose to possibly understate rather than overstate the total of 527 spending.

In a similar manner, NILLR used the $219,741,608 tally of government union political activity in 
states reported by FollowTheMoney.org to understate political spending and reduce duplication from 
DOL LM-2 reporting.  

On balance, then, the aggregate $1.7 Billion in political and lobbying expenditures by labor unions 
in the 2012 election cycle reported here is undoubtedly an understatement. 

Nothing here is to be construed as an attempt to aid or hinder the passage of any bill before Congress 
or any state legislature. (www.NILRR.com).  To obtain more detailed information about how any or 
all of the above comparative economic data were derived, contact Don Loos at the National Institute 
for Labor Relations Research: 703-321-9606.
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